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"La date de Tannée 1823 était pourtantindiquéeparles
deux objetsà la mode alorsdans la classe bourgeoisequi
étaientsurune table, savoirun kaléidoscopeet une lampe
de fer-blanc moiré."
Victor Hugo, Les Misérables(II, III, I)
Presenting a given mathematical topic to a wide public is
usually not an easy task. But such attempts can be facilitated
when it is possible to capturethe attention of the target audience
through striking concrete phenomena produced by some instruments. The aim of this paper is to examine how the kaleidoscope can be considered as a particularly successful example
of such an instrument.
Among devices based on a substantial mathematical
phenomenon having enjoyed a wide dissemination through
popular enthusiasm, the kaleidoscope stands as a ratherunique
case. Ever since its invention more than 170 years ago, it has
been an inexhaustible source of fascination for people of all
ages filled with wonder at the infinite richness of the pictures
created by the interplay of mirrors. The French writer André
Gide has aptly described the intense delight he took in the
kaleidoscope as a six-year-old child:
"Une autrejeu dontje raffolais,c'est cet instrumentde merveilles qu'onappellekaléidoscope:une sortede lorgnettequi,
dans l'extrémitéopposée à celle de l'oeil, proposeau regard
une toujourschangeanterosace, forméede mobiles verresde
couleuremprisonnésentredeuxvitrestranslucides.L'intérieur
de la lorgnetteest tapissé de miroirsoù se multipliesymétrides verres,quedéplaceentreles deux
quementla fantasmagorie
vitres le moindremouvementde l'appareil. Le changement
d'aspectdes rosacesme plongeaitdansun ravissementindicible. (...) Bref, je passais des heureset des jours à ce jeu . "
AndréGide, 5/ le grain ne meurt(I, I)
The curiosity and interest aroused by such an instrument can
serve as a motivation for the need of a clear understanding of
the underlying principles. It is thus instructive to look more
closely at the kaleidoscope from the point of view of the
popularization of mathematics. This shows how some elementary concepts of geometry can be brought into play to create an
attractive context suitable for significant mathematical observations. Although the kaleidoscope was simply conceived
from basic properties of mirrors, new technologies, and in particular computer graphics, now allow for a more thorough exploration of the kaleidoscopic phenomenon.
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Historical notes on the kaleidoscope
From the misfortune of Narcissus, enamoured of his own
image seen in the water of a fountain, to the adventures of Alice
exploring the Looking-Glass House, the mirror has always
been a source of mystery and fascination. (A study of various
myths surrounding mirrors and interpretation of their effects
can be found in the essay [Bal].)
While reflection in a single plane surface generates an identical image, different and more complex patterns are produced
by the use of multiple mirrors. The effects of combining mirrors so as to produce a multiplication of images have been
described by early writers on optics, such as GiambattistaDelia
Porta (1535-1615) or Athanasius Kircher (1601-1680): the
former presented in his Magia naturalis (1558) experiments
done with two rectangular mirrorsjoined by one of their sides
so they could be opened or shut like a book, while the latter
stressed in his Ars magna lucis et umbrae (1645) the connection between the angle of the mirrorsand the number of images
formed. Applications of such combinations of mirrors have
been described by the botanist Richard Bradley (1688-1732) in
his book New Improvements in Planting and Gardening , Both
Philosophical and Practical (1717), where sets of mirrors are
used for preparing symmetrical designs for formal gardens.
In 1817, the Scottish physicist Sir David Brewster
(1781-1868) patented a "philosophical toy" which he called
the kaleidoscope (a name Brewster derived from the Greek
words «kalos», beautiful, «eidos», aspect, and «skopein», to
see). This optical instrument, which Brewster "invented for
creating and exhibiting beautiful forms" [Br2, p. 443], was a
direct result of his studies of the theory of polarization of light
by multiple reflections. In the Supplement to the 6th edition of
The Encyclopaedia Britannica (1824), the kaleidoscope is
described as
4'an
opticalinstrument,inventedby SirDavidBrewster,which,
by a particulararrangementof mirrors,or reflectingsurfaces,
presentsto the eye, placed in a certainposition, symmetrical
combinationsof images, remarkablefor theirbeautyandthe
infinitevariationsof whichtheyaresusceptible"[EB, p. 163].
(This article on the kaleidoscope, written by P.M. Roget, of
Thesaurus fame, runs for more than nine pages, including pictures, and appears also in the 7th edition (1842); the kaleidoscope occupies less than two pages in the 9th edition (1880) of
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Britannicaanda merehalfa columnin the 15thedition(1985)).
Figures 1 and 2, takenfrom [EB], show respectivelythe arrangementof mirrorsin a basic kaleidoscope and a typical
kaleidoscopic rosace (or "rose-pattern") obtained by the
coalescenceof the imagesof a basic motif reflectedin the two
mirrorsAC and BC.

Figure 1

importantloss of revenueat a time when his financialposition
was not secure(see [Wad]).MoreoverBrewstercomplainsthat
out of the immensenumberof instrumentsproduced,thereare
very few "constructeduponscientificprinciples,andcapable
of giving any thing like a correct idea of the power of the
kaleidoscope" [Brl, p. 7].
The immensepopularitythatthekaleidoscopeenjoyedatthat
timeis notwithoutreminderof a mathematical' 'toy" of a more
recentvintage, the Rubik'scube. It shouldbe notedhowever
that both instruments,once the objects of a craze, came to a
more properpopularstatus. After the fad of the early 1980s,
the Rubik'scube lost some of its fascination,andmanycubes
(andanalogoffsprings)arenow probablysleepingin the back
of drawers.Somethingsimilarseems to have happenedto the
kaleidoscope.A chroniclerof the lastcenturyeven reportedthe
following, probablywith a certainexaggeration:
"Vers 1820, le kaléidoscope fit fureur à Paris; on en trouvait
alors dans tous les salons, sur les tables où les Albums et les romans du jour les ont remplacés depuis; et il y a longtemps qu'il
est tombé dans l'oubli. C'est tout au plus si quelque marchand
forain se hasarde à en offrir à ces chalands comme prix à gagner
à l'un de ces jeux où à tout coup l 'on gagne. ' ' [En]

Figure2
It has been reportedin manyplaces thatthe kaleidoscopewas
phenomenallypopularas soonas it startedbeingmanufactured.
It is saidthatno fewerthantwo hundredthousandinstruments
were sold in Londonand Paris in the space of three months
[Brl, p. 7]. The articlein Britannicacommentsthat
"the sensation it excited in London throughout all ranks of people was astonishing. Kaleidoscopes were manufactured in immense numbers, and were sold as rapidly as they could be
made. The instrument was in every body's hands, and people
were every where seen, even at the corners of streets, looking
through the kaleidoscope. It afforded delight to the poor as well
as the rich; to the old as well as the young. Large cargoes of
them were sent abroad, particularly to the East Indies. They
very soon became known throughout Europe, and have been
met with by travellers even in the most obscure and retired
villages in Switzerland." [EB, p. 163]
And Brewster himself states in a letter to his wife from London in May 1818:
"You can form no conception of the effect which the instrument excited in London; all that you have heard falls infinitely
short of the reality. No book and no instrument in the memory
of man ever produced such a singular effect. ' ' (Quoted in [Wad,
p. 196])

It shouldbe mentioned,forhistoricalrecord,thatBrewsterwas
ratherbitteraboutwhat happenedin relationto the kaleidoscope. Not only was therea controversyaboutthe originality
of his invention(a fullchapterof [Brl] is devotedto thedefence
of his priority- a similarcontroversytook placeover another
of his inventions,the stereoscope,as is reportedin [Wad]),but
also his patentseems to havebeen mishandled,resultingin an

Despite the fact thatthe kaleidoscopeis no more a sourceof
wild excitement as it was at the time it was invented, it is
neverthelessan extremelyattractiveinstrumentwhich is still
commerciallyoffered,aftermorethan170years, in manyversions at variousprices. And it infalliblyfascinatesits users,as
can be easily judged by lettingpeople actuallyhandleit. The
kaleidoscope, as well indeed as Rubik's cube, offers a rich
occasion to involve a wide audiencein some nice mathematics. Even if boththe kaleidoscopeandthe cube can be looked
at froma group-theoreticpointof view (see forexample[Co2]
and [Ban] respectively), they are essentially geometrical
devices, the formerbeing concernedmainlywith reflectional
symmetrywhile the inventorof the latter, Ernô Rubik, was
aiming at the development of spatial intuitionthroughhis
articulatedcube.
Understanding

the kaleidoscope

"J'étais autant intrigué qu'ébloui, et bientôt voulus forcer
l'appareil à me livrer son secret."
André Gide, Si le grain ne meurt (I, I)

Whatadvantageis to be gained from an instrument,like the
kaleidoscope, built from given mathematicalprinciples?On
the one hand, it can makeeasily accessible phenomenaotherwise difficult even to conceive; Charles Wheatstone
(1802-1875), a contemporary and at times opponent of
Brewster,spokein thefollowingtermsof one of his inventions,
the kaleidophone (having no similarity but the name with
Brewster's invention and serving to illustrate acoustical
phenomena):it "rendersobviousto thecommonobserverwhat
has hithertobeen confinedto the calculationsof the mathematician" (quotedin [Wad,p. 205]). But conversely it can also
attractthe observerand induce him or her to investigatethe
causesof thephenomenawithsustainedinterest;it canprovoke
involvement.In his treatiseon the stereoscope[Br3],Brewster
*
opensa chapteron the 'Applicationsof the stereoscopeto purof
poses amusement" with the following comments, surely
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valid with respectto the kaleidoscope:
4*
Every experiment in science, and every instrument depending on scientific principles, when employed for*the purpose of
amusement, must necessarily be instructive. Philosophy in
sport' never fails to become 'Science in earnest' . The toy which
amuses the child will instruct the sage, and many an eminent
discoverer and inventor can trace the pursuits which immortalize them to some experiment or instrument which amused
them at school. The soap bubble, the kite, the balloon, the
water wheel, the sun-dial, the burning-glass, the magnet, &c. ,
''
have all been valuable incentives to the study of the sciences.
[Br3, p. 204]

Inthecase of the kaleidoscope,the astoundingeffect produced
by the interplayof mirrorsleads to a need for a betterunderstandingof the way mirror-imagesarebeingproduced.One is
thus introducedto the mathematicalmodel of geometrical
reflection, the mathematicalequivalentof the mirroreffect.
This need for a careful study was described as follows in
Britannica:
"This circular arrangement of the images, however
legitimately it may have been deduced from the simplest law
of optics, appears to be so extraordinaryan illusion of the sense,
as to call for somewhat further examination before we can feel
perfectly assured that it is a necessary consequence of that law.
Perhaps the most satisfactory method of prosecuting their examination is to investigate separately the mode in which each
of the images results from the successive reflections by the two
mirrors." [EB, p. 164]

But mirrorsbeing omnipresentin our daily lives, we all feel
quite comfortableabout the way reflection acts. Or do we
really?Even with a single mirror,some confusing situations
can occur. In his charmingbook TheAmbidextrousUniverse
[Ga], M. Gardnerasks for examplethe following naïve question: ' 'Whydoes a mirrorreverseonly the left and rightsides
of things, andnotup anddown?" [Ga, p. 6] And if this seems
to be a rathersimple-mindedor even silly question, Gardner
then suggeststhe following experimentwith two mirrors:we
arenot surprisedby the fact thatrotationof a single mirrorby
a quarterturnclockwisewill notturnthe imageof ourface upside down;butif two mirrorsarejoined at a rightangleby one
of their sides (thus becoming a 90°-kaleidoscope), they
producean imagewhich is not reversed,anda quarterturnrotationwill then turnthis image upsidedown (as illustratedin
takenfrom [Ga]).
Figure3, showing two pictures1^
of
such
a
clear
phenomenais not selfGiving
explanation
evident and involves some good mathematicalthinking. As
Gardnersays, adults "take mirrorreflections for granted
withoutattemptingto get clearin theirmindexactlywhata mirrordoes" [Ga, p. 7]. Understandinghow two mirrorswill act
upon the images producedby each of them calls for a sound
knowledge of the mathematicalnotion of reflection. Basic
manipulationsof mirrorsare thus excellent startingpoints in
the explorationof certainfundamentalconceptsof geometry,
as is so well illustratedby the ' 'MirrorCards'' andotherworks
of Marion Walterabout mirrorgeometry (see for instance
[Wai]).Suchexplorationthenleadsto the identificationof pertinent mathematicalprinciples and the building of a good
mathematicalmodel. (Foraie interestedreader,a discussion
t Reproducedby kind permissionof the author.
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Figure3
of the left-right but not up-down reversal is presentedin
[Ga,p.23].)
Once the interplayof images producedby each of the mirrorsis understood,it is a directmatterto derivegeneralrules
aboutthegenerationof imagesin a kaleidoscope.Althoughany
anglebetweenthetwo mirrorscan resultin interestingreflected
patterns,considerationof variouspossibilitiesleadsto theidentificationof the principlesthatwereso dearto Brewsterforthe
productionof "perfectlybeautifuland symmetricalforms":
he held that, in a "true" kaleidoscope,
4'the reflectors should be
placed at an angle, which was an even
or an odd aliquot part of a circle, when the object was regular,
and similarly situated with respect to both the mirrors; or the
even aliquot part of a circle when the object was irregular, and
had any position whatever." [Brl, pp. 4-5]

And these principles,clearlyemergingfromactualmanipulations, canbe fullyjustifiedon a theoreticallevel: propertiesof
geometricalreflectionshowtheinconsistencyin orientationoccuringwith an odd aliquotpart.
Besidesthe typicalkaleidoscope,in whichthe objectsbeing
looked at arefragmentsof colouredglass placedin a case that
can be revolvedat one end of the mirrors,Brewsteralso constructed"telescopic" kaleidoscopes [EB, p. 170], having a
convex lens in place of the case so thatany objectcan occupy
the field of vision, as well as "polyangular"kaleidoscopes
[EB, p. 171], in whichthe anglebetweenthe mirrorscanbe altered at pleasure. Other variations include "poly central
kaleidoscopes" [EB, p. 167], built froma greaternumberof
mirrorsand thus producinggroupsof images aroundseveral
centresspreadingin all directions.Configurationssuitablefor
theproductionof symmetricalcombinationof imagesareeither
the square(orrectangular)
polycentralkaleidoscopeorthethree
cases of triangularpolycentralkaleidoscopesbuiltrespectively
on trianglesof 60 ° -60 ° -60 °, of 90 ° -45 ° -45 ° and of
90 ° -60 ° - 30 ° (see [Co2]). Figure4, takenagainfrom[EB],
illustratestypicalpatternsgeneratedby such arrangementsof
mirrors.

Figure 4
Early expositions on the kaleidoscope, like [Brl], [EB] or
[EE] , took great care to give an abundance of technical details
about the construction of instruments producing the best possible effects. Such considerations concern mostly the practical use of the kaleidoscope and can be of great importance in
applications, for example to the ornamental arts, a case
strongly supported by Brewster. But with regard to an appreciation of the theoretical principles underlying the kaleidoscope,
these concerns can become a distraction from the mathematical content. This might explain why Brewster' s contribution
seems to have found little echo in the mathematical literature,
possibly being considered as of strictly physical interest. A
notable exception in this respect is Coxeter's remarkable study
[Col], where proper credit is given to Brewster for his work
on the kaleidoscope and "mirror geometry".

Observing the kaleidoscope phenomenon
Attempts at popularizing mathematical concepts using a given
instrument greatly depend on the attractiveness and the availability of the instrument. The kaleidoscope, in this respect, can
serve in many different contexts.
First of all, as is testified to by the early works of Delia Porta,
Kircher or Bradley, the kaleidoscope is easily made from standard mirrors (although possibly not quite correctly built
according to Brewster' s stipulations!). In fact, we frequently
encounter kaleidoscopic phenomena in our daily lives, be it
with hinged mirrors in bathrooms or with the limiting case of
parallel mirrors at the tailor or the hairdresser. Kaleidoscopes
are thus there aroundus; it belongs to the mathematician to provide a context where a fruitful and informative exploration can

be made. Devices suitable for studying the properties of reflection in multiple mirrors can easily and inexpensively be built.
Appropriate manipulations can then be made, even with young
children in the classroom context, and the basic rules gradually identified (see for instance [Ho] for such an exploration of
the "kaleidoscope geometry").
It should be mentioned that at the other extreme, the kaleidoscope can become a very sophisticated and expensive device,
a collector's delight found only in specialized stores. Illustrations of such instruments and their visual effects are given in
the book Through the Kaleidoscope by C. Baker [Bak] . (This
book also presents a variety of information on the kaleidoscope
both from an arts and crafts and from a popular point of view.
Information can be obtained from the authorabout the so-called
Brewster Society, a "kaleido-club for designers, collectors and
lovers of kaleidoscopes" (sic!).)
Although all that is needed for basic exploration is a simple
kaleidoscope made of two small mirrors, it is interesting to note
that various modifications using modern technology are
possible, thus revamping the kaleidoscope into an up-dated instrument for a high-tech society. For example, the paper [AS1]
introduces some ' 'present-day" kaleidoscopes in which
polarizing filters and light-emitting diodes are used to produce
spectacular effects . But such modernizations are to a certainextent superfluous: encountering the effects of plain mirrors is
still the crux of the matter and no fancy sophistications,
however interesting they might be, can prompt one to develop
a sound understanding of geometrical reflection better than
basic experiments with mirrors. The paper [AS2] illustratesthis
point very clearly, using as a motivation the bewilderment provoked by mirror mazes. The feelings aroused by actual involvement in these explorations can also be nicely conveyed
through animated films: the geometrical properties of mirror
interplay suit very well to the potentialities of such a medium,
as is illustrated by the films Dihedral Kaleidoscopes or Symmetries of the Cube [UM], produced under the guidance of
H.M.S. Coxeter. Animated films like these can be an excellent way of having a large number of people experience a succinct and systematized exploration of a given mathematical
phenomenon with a minimum of material support.
Among such "modern" approaches to the kaleidoscopic
phenomenon, there is one which stands out as particularly interesting in that it provides simultaneously new stimulation and
deeper understanding. Graphic capabilities of computers, and
even of standard microcomputers, allow for effective simulation on the screen of mirrorreflections and of iterationsof these
reflections. A complex kaleidoscopic rosace can then be generated either all at once, as seen in real mirrors, or in a step by
step manner, leaving control of the generation of each of the
images to the user. The next section presents an implementation of such an approach (see [Grl], [Gi2]) based on the LOGO
language.

The kaleidoscope and the computer
a. Didactical background
As explained above, the different types of kaleidoscopes are
powerful means to start investigations of mathematical
problems, geometrical ones as well as analytical ones. The intention is always to arrive at some small or larger formal theory
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on iteratedaxialor rotationalsymmetries,on regularpolygons
(fromkaleidoscopeswith an angle dividing360 °), on regular
stars(anglenot dividing360 °), on parquettingor tiling a plan
"
(by applyingspecial polycentral" kaleidoscopes), etc.
In mathematicseducation,beforereachingthis final formal
level of descriptionandproblemsolving, differentmediaare
used for investigation.Learningis firstsupportedin enactive
phases of action, then the learnergoes on to iconic ones and
finally he or she ends up with symbolic ones. Veryoften the
iconicmeansareratherpooror limitedandso the learningstep
to the formallevel is ratherbig. Inthis sectionwe wantto point
outthatcomputergraphicsis an excellenttool thatcan be used
to fill this gap.
The mathematicalproblemsconnectedwith kaleidoscopes
can be workedon at the following five levels:
1. looking throughthe real kaleidoscope;
2 . reducingthe kaleidoscopeto a modelwithtwo or morereal
mirrorsplacedon a sheet of papercarryingsome figure;
3. abstractingthe mirrorsand theireffects to reflectionsin
straightlines (axialreflections),constructedwith rulerand
compasses;
4. transferringthese constructionsto a computergraphics
display;
5 . usingformalmethodsto describethe phenomena,like calculi of differentcomplexitiesupto analyticalgeometryor
linearalgebra.
There should always be a very careful examinationof the
advantagesfor learningbefore the computeris used in some
fieldof mathematicaleducation.Thereis no use in transferring
manualor mentalactivities(like constructionswith rulerand
compasses) to the computerunless this brings about more
efficiency in learning.Anothergood reasonmay exist if the
computerallows activitieswhich the studentscannotachieve
with theirhandsor brains.Thenthe computeris like an additionaltool, increasingthe traditionalabilitiesof the students.
Wethinkthatourkaleidoscopesoftwareis a good examplefor
sucha kindof tool. It offersadditionalhelpin exploringmathematicalproblems.It allows
- a greatvarietyof investigationswith little effort;
- easy experimentation
- a huge spectrumof complexgeometricalconstructionsto
turnup when studyingmany iterationsof reflectionsor
complicatedfiguresto reflect;
- doing manuallyimpossibleconstructionslike the pointwise (pseudo-)simultaneousconstructionof two or more
figures,e.g. one originalobjectandits two imagesunder
two axial reflections;
- studying "fictional kaleidoscopes" which have no real
material equivalent, namely mathematicalmodels of
kaleidoscopesusing centralreflections instead of axial
reflections;
- introducingand exercising simple methods of CAD, a
techniquewhich has replacedmanualtechnicaldrawing
to some extent.
Whereasin thefirstyearsof computerapplicationin mathematics educationthenumericalpowerof computerswas dominant,
we are now in a positionto use its graphicalpower wherever
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andwheneverhelpfulfroma mathematicalor methodological
point of view.
The remainderof thispaperis devotedto thepresentationof
some software developed for simulating kaleidoscopic
phenomenaon the computerandexamplesof patternsthatcan
thus be produced.
b. Two-mirror
kaleidoscopes
The developmentof our softwarestartedin a course at Freie
UniversitatBerlinforteacherstudentsandin-serviceteachers
on "computersin mathematicseducation", using LOGOas
a programminglanguage.We selected LOGOas an adequate
tool forthe programmingof graphicswithoutcaringtoo much
abouta generalphilosophyof LOGO.This languageallowed
us to constructa very transparent
packageof educationalsoftware, open to comfortableadaptationby each teacherusing it
in his orherclass. OursoftwarehasbeendevelopedforanIBM
compatiblePC withgraphicscardanddisplay,not necessarily
with colour (which is helpful, however).
Besidesthe correctcontrolof thedifferentkaleidoscopeconstructions,we tookgreateffortsto get safe interactionbetween
theuserandthecomputer.Thedialogueis controlledby menus
whichallow very flexible investigations.Whenlookingat the
picturestheusercaneasily switchbetweenfull graphicsscreen
and mixed screen. Thereis a choice of coloursfor the different objects in the kaleidoscope, which can also be easily
changedvia the mainmenu. Moreover,this menuallows one
to switchbetweenmanualcontrolof the growthof the images
in the kaleidoscopeand automaticgeneration.
The mainmenuforsimulationof two-mirrorkaleidoscopes,
which is shown in Figure5, offers a choice of fourdifferent
types of kaleidoscope. Mode 1 leads into a dialogue about
angle. The usergives
forminga kaleidoscopewithan arbitrary
the positions of the axes and then the position of the object
selected from anothermenu (square, triangle, point, cross,
line, etc.; see Figure 6) to be reflectedin the kaleidoscope.

Figure5

Figure6

After this setting the computerdisplays the two axes on the
screenandshowstheoriginalobject.It thenconstructsanddisplaysone reflectionaftertheotheruntilthepatternis complete.
Thiscanbe donewitha pauseaftereachimage,allowinglocalized study, or in an automaticmode. It is also possible to fill

the kaleidoscope with several objects of different colours.
Whencontrollingthe constructionmanually,the usercan always interruptand starta new construction.
Mode2 allows one to select a kaleidoscopewith angle45 °,
60 °, 72 °, 90 ° or 120° and then proceedsas above. Figure7
shows some stepsin thedevelopmentof a 60 ° patternin Mode
2 and Figure 8 shows the same process for a 70° patternin
Mode 1. It becomes quite clear that repeatedreflectionsrun
througha circle several times and, of course, the question
arises:How manyreflectionsbeforethepatternbeginsto repeat
itself?Mode3 producesimagescorrespondingto the situations
used in the exploratoryapproachsuggestedin [Ho] to answer
this question. Figure9 gives two examples from this mode.
4, generatesan example of the
Finally, the last mode, Mode
° reflection
withthreedifferentobjects
obtained
under
60
image
and threedifferentcolours.
Wehaveshownin Figure10some moreexamplesof patterns
withdecorativeandgeometricalpropertiesthatcan be generatedwithoursoftware;suchimageshaveprovedto providean
excellent context for provokingmathematicaldiscussions.

Figure7

Figure 8

Figure9

Figure 10

c. Polycentral kaleidoscopes
'

It is also easy to program 'polycentral"kaleidoscopes(see the
discussionin Section2 above). The mostsimpleexampleuses
three mirrors, here three axes or three sides of a triangle.
Insteadof circularsymmetryas with two mirrorsand, say,
angles of 60° or 45°, we discover another mathematical
phenomenon:in the case of threeequal sides we end up with
a tiling of the plane. Indeed, the continuous reflections of
mirrortriangleson theoriginaltriangledeterminean algorithm
for this tiling. (It is not a very efficient one, unfortunately,
since the same triangle in the plane can be covered again
and again.) Figure 11 shows the growth of the tiling after
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 reflections.New questionsareobvious:which
constellationsof mirrors,whichtriangles,will bringaboutreal
tilings? Not every triangleis a good starting-point,as Figure
12 shows.
Whathappenswith fourmirrors?Youmay succeedin tiling
with specialquadrangles,as shown in Figure13, butnot with
all kinds, of course. (The interestedreaderwill find the theoreticalbackgroundin [Co2].)
d. Fictional
kaleidoscopes
So farwe haveconsideredthe transferfromrealkaleidoscopes
to mathematicalmodels,combiningaxialreflectionsandvarying the types of kaleidoscope.Why not varythe mathematical
modelandforgetaboutreality?Forinstancecentralreflections
(i.e. half-turns) will give us a model of some "fictional"
kaleidoscopeshavingno physicalcounterparts.One case is to
look at a triangleagain, determinedby threecentersof reflection, andsee whathappensafterrepeatedreflections.Wecan
get a patternextending in the plane (see Figure 14), leaving
some blankspaces. In most cases the patternwill "fail" , i.e.
the images startoverlapping. Similardevelopmentscan be
studied startingwith four centers, as shown in Figures 15
and 16.
A new situationoccursif we startreflectinga trianglenot in
its cornersbut in the midpointsof its sides, andgo on reflecting the images in these midpoints.A new tiling of the plane
developsand- whatis reallysurprisingforthebeginner- this
works with any startingtriangle(Figure 17). (And you need
only one type of this triangle, not additionallyits mirrorsymmetricmate as in the case of the real kaleidoscope.As a
matterof fact,themirror-symmetric
typespoilsthetilingin this
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Figure 14

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 15

Figure 13
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Figure 16

Conclusion

Figure 17

Figure 18

Part of the previous discussion is related to material developed
or used in the context of teacher training activities. Such a link
between the mathematical preparation of teachers and the
popularization of mathematics is to a certain extent natural,
since the two fields have many points in common. In both cases
the main objective is to develop an awareness for the
omnipresence and usefulness of mathematics as well as an
appreciation of its intrinsic beauty. Mathematics teachers,
especially at the elementary level, should themselves be
extremely sensitive to the importance of a "mathematical
vision" of the world which, although not replacing other
essential visions like the historical, political, religious or
artistic ones, has nonetheless a crucial rôle to play in our society. In order to make the general public comfortable with various mathematical paradigms, early and various contacts with
bonafide mathematical ideas are necessary. In this respect,
encountering and truly mastering a phenomenon like the
kaleidoscopic multiplication of images can be an extremely
important experience. Firm knowledge about such a situation
can illustrate the way mathematics works and prepare citizens
to appreciate the significance of the numerous mathematical
models so commonly used nowadays. The satisfaction gained
through a full understanding of the mathematical principles
behind a phenomenon could help develop a positive attitude
towards mathematics and could even eventually attract some
new advocates to the field. Such concerns are essential ingredients of the task of a teacher of mathematics.
The kaleidoscope represents a truly interesting case in the
popularization of mathematical concepts. While the simplicity of its construction contrasts with the richness of patterns it
can generate, it is an instrument remarkably suitable for a first
contact with a non-trivial mathematical phenomenon. Considering the fascination infallibly aroused by the interaction of
mirrors, it is then no surprise that the kaleidoscope has been
present for such a long time.
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